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Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues,

Aviation has a meaningful and accelerating impact on our
climate and air quality. Aviation’s share of the total,
human-caused CO2 emissions has reached 2.5% and is
expected to continue increasing unless bold actions are
taken. Both changes in the energy source and reductions in
the energy used by an aircra  are required to reach
international climate goals. Electrified aircra  propulsion
(EAP) enables moderate to significant energy reductions by
greatly expanding the aircraft design space. However, EAP’s
success depends on advancing the state of the art of
electric machines in terms of efficiency, specific power,
reliability/maintainability, and power density. In this
pursuit, an emphasis must be placed on electric machines
with power ratings of about 1 MW to 10+ MW, because such
power is required for the propulsion systems of large
transport aircra  (about 150+ passengers) which cause the
large majority of the aviation sector’s impact on the
climate.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Konstantinos Kontis
School of Engineering, University
of Glasgow, James Watt Building
South, University Avenue,
Glasgow G12 8QQ, Scotland, UK

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

You are welcome to contribute a research article or a
comprehensive review for consideration and publication in
Aerospace (ISSN 2226-4310), an on-line, open access
journal.

Aerospace adheres to rigorous peer-review as well as
editorial processes and publishes high quality manuscripts
that address both the fundamentals and applications of
aeronautics and astronautics. Our goal is to enable rapid
dissemination of high impact works to the scientific
community.
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